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About This Game

Welcome to the Just Ignore Them Steam Store Page.

Before considering purchasing Just Ignore Them, please try our FREE demo and read the rest of this section.

Just Ignore Them is a point and click adventure horror that is mainly story driven. It contains an alterable story line which the
player can control with critical choices. However, the main plot does not change (This is due to a possible sequel). The game is

roughly a few hours long (For first time players), but this also depends on some of the choice you make during the game.

It's your job to discover the mystery of the invading monsters.
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One night can feel like a lifetime of pain, suffering and horror to a child...

The story starts of a Little boy at the age of 8 who is tormented by monsters that live in his house. He lives with his mother
which works from home so she can look after him. You will be taking a glimpse into the future which can be altered by the

choices you make, which will alter the game's ending. The story is to resemble some what of a movie script rather than a game.
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Imagine the fast-paced dodge and attack strategery of Bomberman, but with a unique kind of arena shooter. You can watch the
trailer to see how it works, but the important thing is that this game is thoughtfully designed and original. There are a variety of
strategies to develop thanks to the combined depth of the handful of easy-to-understand gameplay gimmicks: limited ammo that
recharges, creating walls\/paths for yourself and your opponent, creating a path to an item spawn in advance or using a shot to
destroy an opponents' item, charging a shot for a three-pronged blast but being open and predictable as a compromise, wrapping
around the maps, etc..

It's a great game to play locally and with friends. Buy it so the community isn't as sparse as it often is.

Also worth mentioning: There are unlockable colors, emoticons, levels, and character trails. While waiting for online matches
(or any time) you can play a VS mode against challenging AI players or an arcade mode against waves of enemies. Succeeding
in these unlocks more levels of them, so that's nice.

I had my eye on Inversus since it impressed me at E3 2016 and I'm glad I finally bit the bullet and got it in spite of having few
local friends to play with.. Bought this game just to try with my controller, doesnt work. Refunding.. quot;Golf With Friends",
but i don't have friends :-(.. One of the most infuriating TBRPGs I've ever played, yet also one of the most delightfully creative
games I've ever come across. I recommend this for anyone with patience for awkward mechanics because there is something
truly remarkable with perseverance. The skill tree alone is utterly bizarre and ought to be seen.. What a hidden gem. This game
has some absolutely astonishing music, charming graphics and writing, interesting characters and designs, and although it tends
to be pretty standard early on in terms of mechanics, it has a lot of depth in tactical choice. This would have been a frickin' hit
on the SNES years back. Definitely worth your money.. The same overly unrealistic puzzles you know from the first two games,
except that these now have ones that will punish you if you misstep and have you repeat the same tedious stuff just in order to
provide filler material and make the game seem longer than it is.
Unless you're really prepared to suffer just to play another installment of the series just because you've endured fownsides of
the first two, do yourself a favor and use your money to buy a different game instead.. 80% FPS, 20% puzzle, this game keeps
on giving as more rooms are added.

Spoiler : If at first you find the game too hard, you can unlock the shield after dying 5 times. But as you improve it's more fun to
dodge the bullets then to block them.
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I can't believe that the entire Asia region is banned. I'm living in Taiwan and would love to try this game, but can't. There should
be a region lockout on Steam if this is the case, don't waste legitimate user's time installing it only to find out they can't play it.
Better yet, Arcgames could support these regions!
. very nice update more

p.s i found a glitch where a hexxer was feared and had no enemies to attack since I killed all his allies and it was glitched saying
" hexxer skipped his turn " but still being on hexxer's turn

( EDIT ) Yet again I found this glitch but this time with " Deathbringer " a boss and I was sad because this guy had a nice
weapon but this time I have some proof here is the gyazo. https:\/\/gyazo.com\/238ce592bfcffe2494c999f9986d3e06. This
game could have been a lot better, but it isn't. The ship upgrading part of the game is pretty cool and that had me excited.
Unfortunately, that was all. It would be nice if you received more money to better experience what all the upgrades have to
offer.
The collision\/hit boxes are terrible, primarily on your own ship. You try and go around a stationary enemy and you end up with
a collision even though there was plenty of space between.
The camera isn't entirely top-down like most shoot-em-ups, but that's not necessarily a good thing, especially not with this game.
Sometimes it's almost impossible to tell if any bullets are going to hit you or if you're able to dodge them. Chances are, you're
going to get hit. There's a game called AirStrike. That one's much better.
At first I thought this game was designed to be tough, but later on I just wasn't so sure. I enjoyed Raptor, Tyrian, and Do-Don-
Pachi. This game felt like it was challenging only due to design flaws.. The tennis is a genuine blast. They solved the movement
problem very well. I have played so much the last two days my shoulder is sore!. Wish I looked at the "Mostly Negative"
reviews before I played this garbage. I love silly hidden image casual games, but this one was horrible.

To start with, it's very short, and only part 1 of 3 so you don't even get a whole story - not that the story's any good to begin with.

Then for the gameplay, you can either think of it as "very difficult" or "stupid and impossible" - some of the things are too
generically named, or just a few pixels shown in the image. Definitely not something grandma would want to play.

Every few stages there are ways you can interact with a stage, like opening a drawer, but there's no indication of that other than
clicking around on things that "might open". And if you don't do that? Well you have no chance of finding the items behind it.
Luckily there seems to be no penalty for clicking around a lot or using hints, other than it tells you to slow down.

3/10 don't play it.
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